Synopsis

For more than a century, Black's Law Dictionary has been the gold standard for the language of law. Today, it's the most widely cited law book in the world. By Editor in Chief Bryan A. Garner, the world's leading legal lexicographer, the 10th Edition is the most authoritative, comprehensive law dictionary ever published. It contains more than 50,000 terms and includes: More than 7,500 terms new to this edition, including affluenza defense, bioweapon, cryptanalysis, gazump, hacker, legaldygook, intrapreneur, mommy track, one-bite rule, psephology, unperson, and zero-tolerance law. 16,000 new definitions and expanded bibliographic coverage, with more than twice as many sources quoted and cited than in the 9th Edition. Earliest usage dates in English-language contexts for nearly all terms (Black's is the only legal dictionary with this feature.) Trusted authority every term has been reviewed for accuracy by attorneys across the country. Definitions of more than 1,000 law-related abbreviations and acronyms. Pronunciation guidance. Thoroughly reviewed and edited Latin maxims, with 900 new maxims added.
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Customer Reviews

To the people calling the title of this book racist, a man by the name of Henry Campbell Black founded it in the 1800s. Not everything is about race so get over yourselves! This book is great and helps define any legal word/term you're unfamiliar with. Definitely a good buy for students and professionals.

I bought my first Black's Law Dictionary, Fifth Edition, when I was in law school 25+ years ago. I
purchased this 10th edition for my future daughter-in-law who is in her first year of law school. This dictionary is about 20% thicker and heavier than mine. The name of Bryan Garner also adds considerable weight.

The cover and paper used are both a little thin, but the plus side of that is that the dictionary is not overly heavy to handle. And since they are always coming out with newer editions, I did not want to spend the money on the deluxe edition anyway.

Significant improvements, additions and changes have been made to this since at least the 5th edition which is the next most recent edition I was able to get my hands on at the bookshelf of my firm. I use it daily. It rarely, if ever, lets me down when I need to look up legal terms, with all their specific contexts and respective meanings. And yes, it will explain terms MUCH better than googling things and hoping you land on sources that know as much as Black’s.

If you are a lawyer or in law school you should have one of these. You think you don’t need it...until you do. You can ask for judicial notice of the common meaning of words and black’a law is THE resource for that. Great price for this one

I have been in law school for about to years and this book has made it ten times easier when it comes to legal terms! I absolutely love this book and can use it throughout my career. Perfect buy and will recommend to co-workers and more!

I needed an updated Blacks that had print large enough to read. This is not the more expensive bound copy, however, very nicely done. Makes a great desk top reference or addition to your library. Glad I bought it.

Had no idea about the book but was buying it for my daughter undertaking law degree. I only realised the importance of the blacks law dictionary to my daughter when I saw her joy n the many thanks I received from her. Thanks for making the dictionary available on at affordable price.
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